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Abstract: Reading English literature works is an important way for Chinese students to increase 
their understanding and knowledge of western countries, but it is still difficult for most people to 
read English literature works directly, so there are a large number of translated English literature 
works on the market. In the cross-cultural perspective, in order to make the translated sentences 
more accurate and help readers to understand the works more thoroughly, it is necessary to deal 
with the artistic language in the translation of English literature, so as to better let readers 
understand the economic and political culture of English-speaking countries. 

1. Basic Content of Translation of English Literature 
English literature works can respond most directly to western customs, social economy and folk 

customs. Therefore, our country has always focused on making students read excellent western 
literature works, so the translator plays an important role as a ferryman who presents western works 
to domestic readers[1]As a result, translators need to improve their English, learn more about 
Western culture, follow the principles of handling in translation, and use appropriate methods to 
restore the artistic language in Western English literary works with Chinese characters, so as to 
achieve the effect of not reducing the literary aesthetic feeling of the works, nor allowing the 
author's central ideas to be expressed incorrectly. 

English is one of the most widely used languages in the world, and there are many countries to 
use it. Therefore, reading English books can improve our horizons and increase our knowledge[2]In 
general, English literature works worth translating can resonate with readers and have high literary 
value, so this has a great job ability for translators. English literature works are based on their own 
national society as the background of writing, their own life feelings and feelings will also be 
integrated into the works, and these feelings and feelings are the essence of the article, need 
translators not only understand English, but also have rich language skills, not only to make the 
translated works read without losing their original meaning, but also to ensure that the article has a 
higher literary value, not to misinterpret the author's willingness. In the translation of English 
literary works, translators have some industry norms that they must abide by. Generally speaking, 
the three words "letter, reach, elegance" means that the translated works can not only express the 
meaning of the original text, but also ensure that the translated works can be read smoothly and 
have a sense of art. To achieve these three norms, we also need to pay attention to the translation of 
the author's description of the background of the times in the work, in order to reflect the credibility 
and artistry of the work. After the translation is basically finished, the translator needs to read 
through the works of his own translation, make some adjustments to the content of the translation, 
and arrange the order of the translated works so as to facilitate the reader to have a certain degree of 
organization when reading. In addition, if the translated English literary works contain high literary 
artistry, there are three criteria to be observed in the translation of the whole article. First of all, it is 
necessary to clarify the purpose of translation, that is, what value readers can read from the 
translation of this English literary work. The second is whether the translated work is fluent enough 
to read, whether the grammar is wrong or not, avoid reading to break sentences, Carton[3]Finally, 
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whether the translated work has the same main idea and central idea as the original work, that is, the 
translator can not use his own words to express the author's meaning directly, but to use the author's 
tone of description. Only by following the above rules, when translating English literary works, the 
translator's translation works are qualified, and the translated works have literary value. 

2. Principles of Translation of English Literary Works 
2.1. Follow the Original Text 

In order to avoid the discrepancy of retelling, we must follow the original text and avoid the 
appearance of our own subjective language, otherwise it is impossible to misinterpret the will and 
mislead the reader. Some translators prefer to translate sentence by sentence so that they can not 
misinterpret the original text and express the author's original ideas, but some artistic languages are 
highly professional and some unknown customs and customs. Therefore, it is necessary for 
translators to consult literature and materials to find out their willingness and avoid direct 
translation leading to subjective translation, which deviates from the author's thoughts, deviates 
more from the content of the article, and is inconsistent. The most direct way to follow the original 
text is not in accordance with the question of translation, but according to the different English and 
Chinese to adjust the order of translation, so that the reader read the work will not be unfit.At the 
same time, a dedicated translator not only needs strong professional knowledge, but also needs to 
have a certain understanding of the author's country and local customs, as well as the author's life 
experience, to understand the background of that era, so that the author's original intention can be 
fully expressed, so that readers can read the work with the feeling of entering the author's portrayal 
of that era, so as to clarify the patient's intention [4]. Yan Fu, the translator of the Theory of Heaven, 
is an excellent translator. The reason why he can achieve this is to be loyal to the original work and 
have a deep understanding of the western countries. He has his own understanding of the original 
author and his historical background. The translator of English works is like a decorator, who must 
retain the whole of the original work, but also according to the social background to give a certain 
amount of artistic decoration, loyal to the original work. 

 
Figure 1 English literature 

2.2. Strong Sense of the Times 
The change of the times will give birth to the change of the social background, so the works of 

different times often have different times style, so the literary works are also the reaction to a 
certain era background, to the social reality and social contradictions at that time[5]Therefore, the 
translator should first understand the background of the author's time and the background of the 
time described by the author, so as to have a certain understanding and basic understanding of the 
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age described by the author, so that he can have a deep understanding of the thoughts and feelings 
that the author wants to express and the artistic value of the work. Facts show that the progress of an 
era will promote the birth of a large number of excellent literary works, and a good literary work, 
often through the language in the book will be the society and the era of human science and 
technology, social and production conditions and local customs and so on feedback. Therefore, in 
order to ensure that the translation works have a sense of the times and art, translators are working. 
Under the premise of respecting the basic framework of the original author and combining the 
spiritual connotation of the author, we should choose the contemporary language customs to depict 
the author's age. 

 
Figure 2 English literature to be translated 

2.3. Smooth and Aesthetic Translation 
Translators need not only good English, but also good literary quality, and at the same time, they 

can express the author's literary quality in Chinese characters[6]In general, English literature works 
are designed to give readers a sense of leisure by reading it without any burden. It is an expression 
of the author's emotions. Once the translator's translation is not accurate enough, the translation 
content is not fluent enough, and without the emotional expression in the original, the reader will be 
able to read to relate to the reality of life, cause misunderstanding and even confusion about the 
author's life and thoughts, and give up reading when he feels that the level of the article is not 
enough. Therefore, in order to avoid this situation, translators should pay attention to the round 
words and phrases, do not copy mechanically, pay attention to the translated works within the 
general thinking of people, avoid beyond people's understanding. Finally, in translation, we should 
pay attention to the difference of the order of words and sentences in both Chinese and English, 
ensure that the translated words and sentences have fluency and aesthetic sense, avoid the confusion 
of word order caused by translation, and lack the original aesthetic sense of the work. 
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Figure 3 Translated English literature in Chinese 

2.4. Reasonable Planning for Translation of Artistic Languages 
In order to understand the culture and social customs of English-speaking countries through their 

own translation, readers can have their own understanding of the connotation and ideas of the works, 
deepen their understanding of the literature works through their own translated works, and read an 
excellent English work. One time your translator needs reasonable planning when dealing with 
some artistic languages, such as Chinese transliteration, but some translators master will translate 
the protagonist into a Chinese name according to the article and it is not contrary to harmony at all, 
so that readers can not only adapt more, but also accord with the characteristics of our country. For 
example, Fu Donghua translated "Piao ", the protagonist's name is not a direct transliteration, but 
the translator's own name, but can achieve good results, also did not affect the main plot. 

3. Conclusion 
Therefore, in the translation of english literary works, translators should strictly follow several 

principles of translating english literary works in order to enable readers to read the content of the 
article in a basic authentic way, understand the history and customs of western countries, and 
broaden their horizons. Translators should pay attention to the thoughts and feelings expressed by 
the author, and respect the original works according to their own understanding of the author's 
background of the times, and show the English works to the domestic people through translation. 
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